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Impact Throwing Academy Policies and Procedures 
 
Payment 
 
Payment is due at the time of service unless a pre-paid package has been set up. Cash and 
checks are accepted. Checks should be made payable to Impact Throwing Academy. 
 
Cancellations-Notice Given 
 
 Please provide at least 12-hour notice of cancelling a confirmed practice session. Anything under 
12 hours will be at my discretion whether a fee will be assessed. 
 
No Call / No Show / Late Arrival- Confirmed Practice Time 
 
There is a cancellation fee of $25 as I am unable to schedule another client on such notice. For 
clients who have prepaid sessions, the missed practice can count as a session or have a separate 
$25 fee. 
 
No discounts will be given for late arrivals and practices will not be extended. 
 
Requesting a shortened practice at confirmed session time  
 
For any client that has a 1½-hour, or 2-hour practice scheduled and requests a shorter time at 
arrival of that practice, the session can be shortened, but the original fee will be applied. I need 
at least a 12-hour notice for those requests to make adjustments on scheduling, please. 
 
Practice Spectators 
 
Club practice sessions are considered private, only immediate family is allowed to attend. Any 
other attendees (coaches, friends, teammates, etc) will need to have my permission first. 
 
Late Pick Up for Athletes 
 
If the parent/guardian chooses to leave during the session to run errands that is acceptable, but 
it is their responsibility to be there at the end for pick up. I cannot be responsible for supervising 
your child after the session has ended and I’m required to stay until they’re picked up. This applies 
to any session, regardless of if I am training another athlete. Any late pick up over 10 minutes will 
have a $20 fee assessed.  
 
Facebook  
 
I encourage everyone to follow the club page on FB and Twitter (@ThrowingClub). On those 
pages I post the athletes successes, drills, club pictures, etc. I try to keep my business separate 
from my personal life. 
 
Team Uniforms 
  
As a show of team spirit or if the club pays for entry fee, I ask that an IMPACT jersey be worn. 
Warm up jerseys are optional and available. I distribute these at meets to the athletes before the 
competition then collect them at the end free of charge. If the athlete wants to a t-shirt can be 
worn underneath. 
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If a parent/guardian registers the client for a summer meet, it would be great if an IMPACT shirt 
is worn. 
Equipment for Meets 
 
I will provide club equipment for meets that I attend. However, I require anyone using a club shot 
or disc to sign their names on a sign-out sheet before taking it. There is no fee for using club 
implements at meets. If a shot or disc gets lost or misplaced, the athlete will be held fully 
responsible to pay for a replacement. Shots are $50, discs are $75. 
 
Equipment Rental-refundable deposit fee 
 
Club equipment can be rented for out-of-state meets or other meets that I cannot attend. A cash 
deposit of $50 for shots, $75 for discs. The cash deposit will be returned when the equipment is 
returned. 
 
Early Termination of Contract Pre-payment 
 
For anyone who prepays for practices in a contract at a discounted rate in a time frame (i.e., 10 
practices in 12 weeks), and needs to cancel the remaining practices, a partial refund, minus $30, 
for the unused practices will be refunded. Clients that have prepaid into a "pot" (no discount), will 
not be penalized. The money spent paying into a "pot" lasts indefinitely and can be used over any 
time period. 
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